Amendment 4
Yannick Jadot, Ska Keller
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Report
Bernd Lange
Negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
2014/2228(INI)

Motion for a resolution
Recital E a (new)

Motion for a resolution

Amendment

Ea. whereas the scope and extent to which TTIP will affect developing countries are uncertain and dialogue opportunities with those countries on the impact of TTIP are needed;

Or. en
Motion for a resolution
Recital G a (new)

Amendment

Ga. whereas there are differences between the regulatory systems of the EU and the US in terms of the protection of public health and the environment, arising from different legal and political cultures and reflecting differing approaches, policy objectives and methods of risk analysis;

Or. en
Motion for a resolution
Recital G b (new)

Motion for a resolution  
Amendment

Gb. whereas a prerequisite for achieving greater regulatory compatibility without endangering existing and future EU health and environmental standards is to clearly distinguish between those areas where the objectives and levels of protection are similar and those where they are diverging; whereas in areas where the objectives and levels of protection are similar, common approaches or mutual recognition could be pursued; whereas in areas where the levels of protection are clearly diverging, cooperation should focus on exchange of information or upward harmonisation;

Or. en
3.6.2015

Amendment 7
Bart Staes, Yannick Jadot, Ska Keller
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Report
Bernd Lange
Negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
2014/2228(INI)

Motion for a resolution
Recital Ha (new)

Motion for a resolution

Ha. whereas the fundamentally different nature of the US Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) as compared with REACH is commonly accepted and for that reason TTIP does not intend to harmonise the two systems; whereas, however, the negotiations concern future cooperation concerning the implementation of REACH, despite strongly diverging views on risk governance of chemicals and the fundamental opposition of the US to REACH; whereas there are no benefits in cooperating on the implementation of these diverging laws;

Amendment
Or. en
3.6.2015

Amendment 8
Bart Staes, Yannick Jadot, Ska Keller
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Report
Bernd Lange
Negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
2014/2228(INI)

Motion for a resolution
Recital I a (new)

Motion for a resolution

Amendment

Ia. whereas it is estimated that pharmaceutical costs represent 1.5% of European GDP, and therefore any increase in intellectual property protection arising from TTIP might have a negative impact on healthcare costs;

Or. en
Amendment 9
Bart Staes, Yannick Jadot, Ska Keller
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Report
Bernd Lange
Negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
2014/2228(INI)

Motion for a resolution
Recital I b (new)

Motion for a resolution

Amendment

Ib. whereas the EU and the US have a very different regulatory approach, average emission starting point and ambition level as regards reducing the average greenhouse gas emissions of light duty vehicles; whereas this area should therefore not be subject to mutual recognition;

Or. en
Amendment 10
Bart Staes, Yannick Jadot, Ska Keller
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Report
Bernd Lange
Negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
2014/2228(INI)

Motion for a resolution
Recital N a (new)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion for a resolution</th>
<th>Amendment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Na. whereas there is concern that the draft provisions on regulatory cooperation on acts that have or are likely to have a significant impact on trade and investment between the EU and the US:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– grant the US formal rights with regard to implementing acts to be adopted pursuant to Article 291 TFEU, while the European Parliament has no right of scrutiny whatsoever with regard to implementing acts;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– grant the US the right to enter into regulatory exchanges concerning the adoption of national legislation by Member States, including joint examination of possible means to promote regulatory compatibility;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– could de facto make it more difficult for the EU to go beyond the lowest common denominator of international instruments by reason of its commitments to international regulatory cooperation and implementation of international instruments to which it has contributed;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or. en</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amendment 11
Bart Staes, Yannick Jadot, Ska Keller
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Report
Bernd Lange
Negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
2014/2228(INI)

Motion for a resolution
Recital Nb (new)

Motion for a resolution

Amendment

Nb. whereas the EU and US legislators and regulators have taken very different approaches to tackling greenhouse gas emissions and addressing climate change; whereas countering the significant threats posed by climate change and maintaining the integrity of adopted climate policy should take priority over trade promotion;

Or. en
Amendment 12
Yannick Jadot, Ska Keller
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Report
Bernd Lange
Negotiations for the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) 2014/2228(INI)

Motion for a resolution
Paragraph 1 – introductory part

Motion for a resolution Amendment

1. Addresses, in the context of the ongoing negotiations on TTIP, the following recommendations to the Commission:

1. Calls on the Commission to stop the ongoing negotiations on TTIP until consultation of Member States’ parliaments has reconfirmed the Council’s negotiation mandate of 18 June 2013:

   (remainder of paragraph 1 deleted)

Or. en